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Reports from government departments and inquiries
from industry indicate a continuing and increasing de-
mand for men with technical training. Members of the
senior class at Rose have already been interviewed with
regard to positions after graduation next June.
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SAILING WHERE?
Engineers are planners and builders. They take pride in producing new
and better products for the people of the world. The fine highways, the
beautiful bridges, the powerful dams, the marvels of electricity, the magic
of chemistry, the great factories—all were planned and developed by engineers.
But today engineers look out on a world which has almost forgotten how
to go forward. Instead of progress and building, the engineer sees a retrograde
world destroying itself. The Russians are reported to have demolished their
greatest dam and hydroelectric plant. British and German bombers nightly
hurl their destruction down upon industries which are of value to the entire
world. Even the United States, leader in peacetime progress, has found it
necessary to put her great energies into the tide of destruction. Our peace-
time industries have been slowed so that huge new industries may produce the
myriads of machines and implements of war.
Must this always continue? Shall the engineers plan everything of
tomorrow to withstand the terrors of today's warfare? If war is to continue
in the future as it has in the past—plaguing the world every score of years—
engineers should plan for it. Each home should be equipped with a sturdy
bomb shelter. All factories should be built underground so that air raids
cannot stop their work. Each automobile should be of such nature that it
could be converted into a light combat car.
Let us hope that that is not the answer. Man surely has learned that
warfare is fruitless. Let us look at the world's problem as an engineer looks
at a problem of design. The problem is to learn how to prevent wars in the
future. It seems that today's war, like all past wars, must come to its own
bloody end; so the problem is to insure peace in the future. Some plan must
come forth which will make future wars impossible. There have been plans
in the past. Napoleon tried to conquer the world and let one dominant people
enforce a kind of peace upon the others. The Romans controlled the world for
several centuries and there was peace of a sort then, but we do not want a
peace enforced by the terrorism of a conquering people. That is opposed to
all concepts of freedom and justice.
After the World War an attempt was made to insure future peace by the
establishment of the League of Nations. It proposed to bring about peace
mostly by depending upon the integrity of the pledges of nations. The League
certainly did not develop as planned. Perhaps it was too idealistic.
Other plans for future peace programs have been suggested. Clarence
Streit's "Union Now," in which a federation of democratic countries was
proposed to fight off Fascism and then insure future peace, has found wide-
spread support in England and America.
Should an international army and navy be organized to insure that if a
war movement started, it would be nipped in the bud? Should the post
World War attempts for peace by disarmament be tried again? The problem
is before the people of the world and as engineers are an important part of
the world, the problem is the engineer's problem, too.
Engineers are accustomed to dealing in facts and concrete quantities.
They attack a problem in a methodical way without use of sentiment or idle
dreaming. Engineers are not essentially theorists; perhaps some member of
this group will be able to devise a practical, workable solution to the problem
confronting the world. At any rate, the engineering method of attack should
be used to find a way removed from the course which the world is now
pursuing.
by John T. Newlin, c.e., '43
CHEMICAL WARFARE
CHEMICAL warfare was first re-corded in about 420 B.C. when
the Spartans used wood saturated
with pitch and sulfur in an attempt
to smoke out the Athenians. Similar
uses have been recorded from time
to time, but it was not until the
World War of 1914-1918 that chem-
icals were used on a large scale.
The Germans were the first to use
gas, employing chlorine at Ypres on
April 22, 1915, against the French
and Canadians. At that time the
armies were deadlocked in trench
warfare. The Germans decided that
a toxic gas would turn the tide and
give them a victory. The results
were very satisfactory but the Ger-
mans failed to follow up their ad-
vantage. After that there was a
mad race by every nation to prepare
chemical agents and manufacture
protective devices.
In the race for agents, the United
States was caught in a chaotic state.
We had no separate branch of the
army which could do such a job.
The Medical Corps was called on to
produce gas masks, the Ordnance
Department was to develop and
manufacture the shells, and the En-
gineer Corps was selected to employ
the agents. It was immediately seen
by John G. Appel
The use of chemicals as a weapon in
modern warfare would, in its proper place,
be very effective both as a lethal weapon
and as a demoralizing agent. The possible
reason for the relatively little use of
chemicals in the present World War is
due to the fact that modern troops are so
highly mobile.
The author, John G. Appel, ch.e., '41,
explain.s the uses of the various types of
gases that are used in chemical warfare.
that co-ordination could not be at-
tained and since co-ordination is so
essential to an army, the Chemical
Warfare Service was originated on
June 28, 1918. The Chemical War-
fare Service or C. W. S. was designed
after the British Gas Regiment,
which the British had organized
much earlier in the war.
Chemical warfare agents are not
so abundant as we might expect.
The requirements which a satisfac-
tory chemical warfare agent must
meet are so rigid that very few
chemical substances possess even the
physical properties necessary to meet
them. The melting point and boiling
point of an acceptable agent must
fall within fairly narrow limits; that
is, it must be of sufficient volatility to
allow an effective concentration to
be built up in the air but not enough
to prevent easy liquefaction and
loading into shell. For example, car-
Courtesy News Edition, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
Troops firing gas shell in mortar.
bon monoxide is not an acceptable
agent because it is too volatile and
cannot be condensed to a liquid to
load into shell, whereas ricin,
though extremely toxic, is a solid
and cannot be dispersed in air. The
agent must also be sufficiently stable
to withstand storage, contact with
metals and earth, action of explo-
sives, effect of moisture, and yet be
active chemically and physiological-
ly. It should be able to circumvent
existing protection by passing
through a gas mask to attack the
lungs, through protective clothing
to attack the skin, by having no
odor, or by reacting with the gas
mask in such a way as to force its
removal. Its toxicity must be very
high, and, finally, it must be fairly
easy to manufacture in enormous
quantities, and the necessary raw
materials must be easily procurable
and comparatively inexpensive.
Of approximately 3,000 compounds
so investigated prior to 1918, about
25 or 30 were actually used in com-
bat and about six survived to the
end of the war. These were mustard
gas, phosgene, chloropicrin, ethyl-
dichloroarsine, diphenylcyanarsine,
and bromobenzyl cyanide. To these
might be added the lacrimator
chloroacetophenone, the irritant
smoke diphenylaminechloroarsine,
and the vesicant chlorovinyldichlo-
roarsine, lewisite, which were de-
veloped in this country during the
war but were not used on the field
of battle. This is a rather complete
list of chemical agents considered
"tops" at the close of the World War.
Classification of
Chemical Warfare Agents
Chemical warfare agents are di-
vided into several classes. These
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Definitions of the various terms
used in the classifications as well as
some that will be used later are
given here.
A chemical agent is a substance
useful in war which, by its ordinary
and direct chemical action, produces
a powerful physiological effect, a
screening smoke, or an incendiary
action.
A toxic is any substance which,
acting directly through its chemical
properties and by its ordinary action,
is capable of destroying life or seri-
ously endangering health when ap-
plied to the body externally, when
breathed, or when taken in moderate
doses internally.
Concentration refers to the amount
of chemical agent present in a unit
volume of air. Concentrations vary
as lethal, intolerable, and irritating.
Persistency of an agent depends
on the length of time an agent will
remain on the ground at the point of
release. If the remaining concentra-
tion, under conditions favorable for
the use of the agent, is sufficiently
great at the end of 10 minutes to re-
quire protection of any kind, that
substance is said to be a persistent
agent. When no protection is needed
under the above conditions, the
agent is said to be nonpersistent.
The code designation of chemical
agents is given as two or three
letters. The letters used in this code
are known as the C. W. S. Symbol.
A casualty agent is a material of
such physical and chemical char-
acteristics that a dangerous or kill-





ical agent is a ma-
terial which exerts
a profound irritating
or warning action at
a concentration far
below that required
to produce death or
seriously endanger
health.
Any agent used to
force masking and
thus slow up opera-
tions in the enemy
lines may be used as
a harassing agent.
A screening agent






a material which, on
exposure to the air,
or on ignition fol-
lowed by the rupture
of the container, gen-
erates sufficient heat
ignition of ordinary
Courtesy News Edition, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
Livens Projector Preparing to Start Gas Attack.
to cause the
dry carbon-
aceous substances with which the
agent is in contact.
A lung irritant is a chemical agent
which, upon inhalation, causes irri-
tation and inflammation of the in-
terior cavity of the bronchial tubes
and the lungs.
A vesicant is a chemical agent
which is readily absorbed or dis-
solved in the exterior parts of the
human body, followed by the pro-
duction of inflammation, burns, and
the destruction of tissue.
A lacrimator is a chemical agent
which causes a copious flow of tears
and intense, though temporary, eye
pains.
An irritant smoke is a chemical
agent which can be disseminated as
extremely small solid or liquid par-
ticles in air, and when so disseminat-
ed the particles cause intolerable
sneezing, coughing, lacrimation, or
headache.
Chemical Warfare Agents
The agents which passed the test
in the World War as well as a few
other agents which have been pro-
duced since the war are given here
with their history, properties, and
classification.
Chloropicrin. This chemical agent
was first prepared by Stenhouse, an
English chemist, in 1848. It was
initially used by the Germans against
the Italians in 1917. Some chloro-
picrin was produced in the United
States.
Chloropicrin, (C13CNO..) , has the
C. W. S. symbol PS. It is a persistent
agent which may be used for harass-
ing or casualty purposes. It produces
lacrimation and injures the lungs,
smells something like fly paper, and
is very stable. It is neutralized by
a solution of sodium sulfite.
Industrially, chloropicrin is manu-
factured by passing steam through
a mixture of calcium picrate and
bleaching powder.
(Contintted on Page 25)














uated from Wiley High School and
entered Rose.
The freshmen promptly elected
him vice-president. The athletic
teams found him to be a well round-
ed performer as he won an "R" in
both football and basketball during
his first year. Since this excellent
start during the freshman year,
honors have pyramided upon each
other for "Moose." He has won an
Honor Key and a pair of letters each
year besides working on the Technic
Staff for two years at various posi-
tions and then taking the position of
business manager of the Modulus
for his final year. He was chosen
as the financial secretary of the stu-
dent body, elected as vice-president
of the "R" Men's Association, and
was co-captain of the football team
during the past season of an un-
defeated eleven.
He is a member of Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, president of
Blue Key, and a member of Tau










Rose in the fall
of 1938. The
civil engineer-
Over nine years ago the idea was con-
ceived of creating a national basis of
recognition for outstanding students in
America's universities and colleges. After
two years of preliminary work, the first
edition of "Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges"'
appeared in 1934. The following men com-
prise Rose's listing in the current volume.
ing department and the A.S.C.E. are
graced by his presence.
Although he had never partici-
pated in athletics while in high
school, Brownie proved that this is
no obstacle if you have what it takes
and was awarded an "R" at the close
of the football season. Each year
since then Jim has worn a new letter
from football besides an extra ob-
tained for basketball during his
sophomore year. He was elected as
a departmental chairman for the
Rose Show given in 1940, obtained
class honors, and was presented with
an Honor Key.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
pledged him at the close of his fresh-
man year. Jim was pledged by both
Tau Nu Tau and Tau Beta Pi during
his third year, the latter electing him
vice-president. This fall Blue Key,
national honorary fraternity, tapped
him at its semi-annual ceremony.
Returning to school and the fall
elections, Jim found himself as vice-
president of the senior class and












he lived for a
few years be-
fore moving to Petersburg, Indiana.
He stayed there until 1935 when his
family moved to Terre Haute. He
graduated from Garfield High School
and came to Rose the following fall.
During his high school days, Win-
ston won the high hurdle event of
the state championship track meet,
so upon entering Rose he helped to
revive interest in this sport at the
school. Winston instigated the forma-
tion of a small but able track squad
which has shown its merits during
the past three seasons.
The Glee Club also claimed his
interest during the freshman year.
Since that time he has been business
manager and president of the club.
He served as assistant editor of the
"Student Handbook" of 1940-41 and
as editor of the last edition. The
junior year found Winston as assist-
ant contributing editor of the Technic
staff, a Rose Honor man, and a mem-
ber of Blue Key. He was also a
member of the Rifle Club, Camera
Club, A.I.Ch.E., and the "R" Men's
Association by this time.
In the elections held this fall upon
resumption of school, Winston was
elected to the presidency of the
senior class, and secretary of Blue











person d o e s,
and by his
seventeenth year had graduated from
high school and decided to become
an engineer. He entered Rose Poly
in the fall of 1938 as one of 110 fresh-
men and at the end of the year
chose the mechanical course for his
next three years.
As a freshman he helped put out
the Modulus of that year. He took
military as an elective and found it
attractive enough to take the govern-
l' a g e 6 The Ro
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ment contract for the advanced
course offered him at the beginning
of his junior year. He tried out for
the Technic staff and obtained the
position of assistant art editor for
his sophomore year. Doing a good
job in that capacity, Jack became
the art editor the next year.
Early in the junior year he was
pledged to Tau Nu Tau, honorary
military fraternity. Jack had joined
Alpha Tau Omega as a freshman for
his social fraternity.
After a successful junior prom for
which Jack was the general chair-
man and following this, final exams,
he left for Fort Knox, Kentucky,
where he was another cadet at the
R.O.T.C. camp.
Upon entering school this fall, he
assumed the editorship of the
Technic, and also became vice-presi-














it is doubtful if he knew this was to
be his profession at that time.
Coming to Rose upon completion
of his high school courses, John
started right out his freshman year
to make his college life a fruitful one.
He won an "R" in basketball al-
though handicapped by not being as
tall as most of the other players.
The Modulus staff claimed his at-
tention the first year, but he has since
dropped that work to handle the
business affairs of the Technic. John
was assistant business manager of
the magazine his sophomore year
and has been the business manager
for the past two years. He was a de-
partmental chairman for the Rose
Show given in 1940. His junior year
proved to be especially bright when
he was elected as president of the
class, tapped by Blue Key, and pre-
sented with an Honor Key.
This year John is firmly estab-
lished as business manager of the
Technic, worthy master of the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity, and a mem-













born on October 29, 1920. Down in
the electrical department the boys
are proud to have the co-coptain of
an undefeated football team as one
of their number.
Sports have claimed a substantial
part of Earl's time during each of
his four years. He has participated
in varsity football and the intramural
tournaments held each spring in
basketball, tennis, golf, and baseball.
Athletics have not been his only
interest, however, since he tried out
for a position on the Technic staff
his freshman year and obtained the
job of campus editor for the follow-
ing year. He stepped up to the posi-
tion of assistant editor for his junior
year and holds the same position
this year.
Earl wears the maltese cross of
Alpha Tau Omega and is a member
of Blue Key.
This year he is just as busy as
ever, being vice-president of the
Radio Club, treasurer of Blue Key,
and a member of the "R" Men's
Association and the A. I. E. E.
Harris E. Murchison
From way










Medford, Massachusetts, on May 19,
1918.
The freshmen elected him as sec-
retary of the class and the glee club
claimed him as a member. At the
end of the year he was awarded
class honors. By the following fall
"Murch" was living at the Alpha Tau
Omega house and facing a sopho-
more year which proved to be
crowded with activities. He joined
the A. I. E. E., the Radio Club, Rifle
Club, and was assistant campus
editor of the Modulus for that year
besides being a departmental chair-
man for the Rose Show. The junior
year Harris was made assistant













degree next June. A resident of
Clinton, Indiana, since March 24,
1919, Ben graduated from high school
there and the following fall started
commuting to and from Rose every
day.
He joined the Rifle Club in the
fall of his freshman year and was a
member of the team of that year.
Every year his marksmanship has
improved, enabling him to win letters
during the past two years and to
become a member of the "R" Mens'
Association. As a sophomore Ben
was elected class president to handle
the raising of the freshmen in a
proper manner. As a member of the
Camera Club, he showed a lot of
enthusiasm and was made supply
keeper for his third year.
During the junior year he was
tapped by Tau Beta Pi and won an
Honor Key.
This fall after being married, Ben
returned to school to fulfill his duties
as president of Tau Beta Pi.
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LI\I\G UP LIGHT
Polaroid Glass in the
Automobile Industry
i TP through the ages man has ever
t-) been devising means of making
his life easier and safer. Such in-
ventions as the gasoline engine, the
electric light, the radio, and more
recently television, have all served
to further the cause of mankind.
Now there has appeared another in-
vention which is probably the great-
est single discovery since the inven-
tion of eye-glasses. The invention
referred to is Polaroid glass. Before
the use of Polaroid glass in automo-
biles is discussed, it is imperative
that the reader know something
about the product itself and its de-
velopment.
Polaroid glass, as its name implies,
is a medium through which light
rays are directed and controlled or
polarized. Its composition is funda-
mentally simple. It consists of a
sheet of transparent, cellophane-like,
plastic material about three one-
thousandths of an inch thick which
is laminated or pancaked between
two protective sheets of glass. In ap-
pearance the material would look
about like the plastic material used
in present day safety-glass. In each
square inch of the Polaroid material
there are millions of openings, all
of which lie parallel. The technical
definition of its composition would
run something like this. It is a
colloidal suspension of needlelike
by Frederick L. Kolb, m.e., '43
A clear explanation of the phenomenon
known as the polarization of light is in-
cluded in this study of "Polaroid" and its
possible use in automobile manufacture.
In view of alarming increases in the acci-
dent rate, the contribution to safety of this
new glass bids fair to become quite
important.
Defense may automatically prohibit
further development of "Polaroid" at the
present time, but this illustrative article
shows a need for this new product and
tells another story of American ingenuity.
crystals, millions to the square inch
and all lying parallel. The Polaroid
creators have a theory which ex-
plains very logically the manner in
which the light rays are Polarized.
They state that each ray of light may
be imagined as being a round bar.
The so-called round bar of light is
directed through the many parallel
slots in Polaroid and emerges as a
flattened ribbon of light. Whereas
the light rays which are going in all
different directions enter the Polar-
oid glass, only those which are in
line with the parallel slots get
through. The other rays are ab-
sorbed and are not transmitted. In
other words, if we were to have two
sheets of Polaroid glass and placed
them so that the slots in one lay
parallel to the slots of the other, we
should be able to see through it and
transmit light through it almost as
easily as if it were ordinary glass.
Now we rotate one piece of glass till
the slots in it are at right angles to
the slots in the other, and we find
that practically no light is trans-
mitted and that the glass has become
Principle of polarization of light.
opaque. This is the basic theory up-
on which the polarization of light
has been accomplished.
Polaroid glass, because of its polar-
izing properties, is not quite so
transparent as ordinary glass, but
the only perceptible difference is to
be found in the slightly grayish hue
in place of the clear, colorless glass.
Perhaps a word should be said about
the price of Polaroid glass. At pres-
ent, the glass is very expensive
(twenty-five dollars per square foot)
but as production increases and the
glass becomes more commonplace,
the price will fall off rapidly.
Scientists have been experiment-
ing with polarized light for over two
hundred years, but up until 1936
no practical medium had been dis-
covered. The medium first used was
a thick prism of special glass which
for obvious reasons would not be of
much use in such a thing as a head-
light lens. About 1920 a theory of
using a polarizer, of composition
similar to that of Polaroid, was sug-
gested by Lewis Warrington Chubb,
and again in 1921, Lieutenant Frank
Short of the United States Army
advanced further theories on the use
of a polarizer in the lenses of auto-
mobiles, as a means of reducing glare.
Not much practical advancing was
done in the field of polarization of
light for almost a decade after 1921.
In 1931 Edwin H. Land presented to
the world his invention of a new
polarizing material protected be-
tween two sheets of glass. This in-
vention he called Polaroid. Today
Land controls The Polaroid Com-
pany of Boston, Massachusetts, and
holds all the important patents con-
cerning his discovery. Incidentally,
both Chubb and Short sold their in-
terests in patents on Polaroid. The
Polaroid Company has been growing
steadily but as yet there have been
no additions or corrections on the
original product. Thus we have a
fairly complete history of polarized
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light and are able to see that Polar-
oid glass itself is comparatively new.
Of greatest interest is the possibil-
ity of its use as a means of reducing
the glare produced by automobile
headlamps. The idea would be to
have each car equipped with a
Polaroid screen on the windshield
and Polaroid lenses in the headlamps.
The slots of the windshield screen
would be all lying vertical, whereas
the slots of the headlamps would be
horizontal. Thus when the horizon-
tally polarized rays from the head-
lamps hit the vertically polarized
slots of the windshield, they would
be at right angles to each other and
would not pierce the windshield.
The only light the driver of the car
would get would be two luminous
purple discs representing the on-
coming headlamps. One might sup-
pose that the almost total elimina-
tion of the glare from headlamps
would necessarily affect the visibility
for other objects on the road. This
is not true for since they are emitting
little or no light, they would appear
only as objects illuminated by ordi-
nary headlamps. It is readily seen
what advantages this would have.
The edge of the road would be clear-
ly visible at all times, as would
pedestrians and animals which might
be in the road. Recent tests con-
ducted by H. T. Gibbs, Moon, and
Warrings have proved conclusively
that Polaroid is definitely advantage-
ous to a driver, provided it is con-
trolled correctly. Naturally, if Polar-
oid is to be effective, it will have
to be used by no one or everyone,
for it is of no benefit to a driver if
the approaching car is not similarly
equipped.
If we are to use Polaroid glass in
our automobile lighting systems, it
will be necessary to increase the
candle power of the bulbs to about
four times their present rating, for
Polaroid shows no benefits if the
present day thirty-two candle power
bulbs are used. Obviously if we are
to increase the candle power until it
is up above the one-hundred candle
power mark, the lights are going to
be extremely brilliant to the naked
eye, and therefore many pedestrians
would not approve of the change.
Application of Polaroid to the automobile.
On the other hand, if we use in-
creased candle power in our head-
lamp's, we would be able to see the
pedestrian at a much greater distance
and would have fewer accidents.
Polarioid glass is a relatively new
product and is not in common use
yet. If events continue at the rate
they have been progressing in the
last two years, there is every reason
to believe that Polaroid glass will
one day become almost as common
as safety glass. We have long needed
some method of eliminating head-
light glare. If Polaroid glass is the
answer to that problem, we should
feel honored that it was an American
who invented the miracle glass. We
should also feel thankful that his
invention will probably be the direct
cause of the saving of thousands of
lives annually, both at home and
abroad.
May '45 Keep Alive!
One of the most interesting and
profitable (at least to the sopho-
mores) traditions at Rose concerns
the distinguished-looking animal
which answers to the name of
"Rosie." This worthy person is
housed in sumptious quarters gratis,
thanks to the good wishes of the
boiler-room firemen, but to the fresh-
man class each year is given the task
of providing her with new finery and
with escort service to the various
functions of the busy fall social
season.
Thus at the first football game this
fall, the upper-classmen looked with
great satisfaction upon the re-paint-
ed, repaired, and rejuvenated
"Rosie." The seniors were very
gratified to see that the " '42" had
found its way to a position diametric-
ally opposed to the one it occupied
three years ago. Similar move-ups
on the part of the " '43" and " '44"
were equally appreciated by the
juniors and sophomores. The class
of '45 had successfully completed its
first major responsibility to the men
who were taking such great interest
in guiding their footsteps aright. At
succeeding football games "Rosie"
was present, standing massively with
an austere and dignified countenance.
The shock came when "Rosie"
made her formal bow in the Home-
coming parade. In an interim be-
tween football games she had been
transformed from the papier-mache
mascot with stern immovable fea-
tures to a lovely creature endowed
with the bewitching wiles of a glamor
girl. All of this was accomplished by
a change in attire. "Rosie" was now
enveloped in a mass of white and
red paper bits arranged most artis-
tically, such attire extending even
to the very foundation upon which
she was standing. Many were the
exclamations of surprise and praise
the dear girl elicited during the
parade and at her coronation at
Saturday's football game.
This extra bit of work was indeed
a magnificent gesture on the part of
the men of '45, and by carrying such
a spirit throughout the next four
years, they will have contributed
bountifully to the well-being of the
school.—G. F. M.
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CHEMISTRY - - IN THE
FOREFROV OF DEFE\SE
Synthetic Rubber
NATURAL rubber is a cheap prod-uct which has wide and ever
extending applications. Because it
comes from trees, which take time
to grow to full maturity, the world
supply cannot be quickly adjusted
to meet market needs; therefore,
wide fluctuations in price are prac-
tically unavoidable. Rubber trees
grow only in the tropics; consequent-
ly, in time of war nations may not
be able to import the rubber, and
the industrial countries may find it
impossible to obtain adequate sup-
plies of an indispensable material.
Because of the need of greater stabil-
ity of prices and more reasonable
prices and independence of possible
difficulties of importation, an incen-
tive was provided to stimulate efforts
to make rubber artificially. Chem-
ists and research men began to in-
vestigate the possibilities as early as
1860.
After 1910 there was a change in
the above economic outlook, how-
ever, when it was realized that the
future of synthetic rubber did not
depend to any great extent on the
price of natural rubber. Up to that
time the objective was to develop a
cheap synthetic product as a sub-
stitute for natural rubber. The price
of rubber had soared to tremendous
heights from the middle of 1908 to
the middle of 1910 due to the amaz-
ing development of the motor car.
The price of rubber was so high it
warranted the production cost of
even a complex synthetic organic
chemical. This raised the "synthetic
bogey" before the eyes of the rubber
growers, and although it is not sug-
gested that there were no other con-
tributory factors, the price of rubber
from 1910 to 1914 declined. During
this period a new goal was sought.
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This goal was to produce not a sub-
stitute, but an improvement on the
natural rubber which would not
necessarily have to be cheap or of
the same chemical constitution as
natural rubber. Natural rubber has
many properties which make it valu-
able in a variety of industries, but
with the advance in the principles of
modern chemical technology, limita-
tions have been imposed upon its
usefulness to some industries. Na-
tural rubber has inherent weak-
nesses. It ages rapidly in direct sun-
light and soon deteriorates when in
contact with oil, grease, and gasoline.
In the new goal these faults had to
be eliminated.
German and Russian chemists
made important contributions to the
chemistry of synthetic rubber in pre-
war days, and credit must be given
to the I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G. of
Germany for its work on synthetic
rubber and finally for its successful
production on the factory scale of the
Buna rubbers, which enabled the
Nazis in this war to roll into Paris
on rubber tires that never saw a
rubber tree. In this country the only
synthetic rubber which is being pro-
duced on a commercial scale is the
Neoprene being manufactured by the
du Pont Company at Deepwater,
N. J. There are other synthetic
rubbers in the U. S., but their manu-
facture has yet to be put on a com-
mercial basis.
Standard Oil, before World War
II, traded some of its patents in oil
technology for Buna and has licensed
the Firestone Co. and the U. S.
Rubber Co. to manufacture Buna
for their own uses. Standard Oil has
put up its own Buna plant at Baton
Rouge, La., where production will
start this year with an initial 150 ton
monthly capacity. Buna is known as
Perbunan in the U. S. Besides Buna
rubber, Standard Oil has also an-
nounced a Butyl rubber—a synthetic
developed independently in Stand-
ard's own laboratories—it being a
100 ' ; petroleum product made by an
even more direct process from re-
finery gases than Buna.
The B. F. Goodrich Co. has an-
nounced Ameripol, a synthetic made
from the synthesis of butadiene and
other substances. Ameripol tires are
being made commercially.
Other synthetics have been pro-
duced which cannot be vulcanized
and consequently cannot be used for
tires, but they take over large sectors
of rubber's domain in things like
hose, wire, insulation, and innumer-
able gadgets. Such synthetics are
B. F. Goodrich's Koroseal, Union
Carbide's Vinyon, and Dow Chem-
ical Company's Thiokol.
Now let us get back to Neoprene
and follow its development to its
final productive commercial stage.
The bloodline of Buna and of the
other American synthetics, excepting
Neoprene, is a chemical called Buta-
diene, a member of the diolefin
series. By the polymerization of
Isoprene (2-Methyl, Butadiene 1,3)
a derivative of Butadiene with met-
allic sodium as a catalyst, synthetic
rubbers have been produced. But-
adiene can be derived from molasses,
grains, potatoes, straw, scrap wood,
coal tar, crude petroleum, or natural
gas. The reason for starting with
Butadiene was the isolation of Iso-
prene as the parent hydrocarbon of
rubber. The development of Neo-
prene was along entirely different
lines. Father Nieuwland, professor
of organic chemistry at Notre Dame
University, led the way in 1920 when
he isolated Monovinylacetyline and
Divinylacetyline while working on
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the condensation products of acety-
lene with a cuprous chloride-
ammonium chloride catalyst. The du
Pont Company recognized the tech-
nical possibilities in this work and
the du Pont research chemists at-
tempted to prepare rubber-like ma-
terial from these polymers.
Today acetylene is the starting
material in the manufacture of Neo-
prene. Purified acetylene from cal-
cium carbide is passed into an
aqueous solution of cuprous chloride
and ammonium chloride, forming a
mixture of vinylacetylene and di-
vinylacetylene. The two products
are separated by fractional distilla-
tion. The divinylacetylene can be
regarded as a by-product and at-
tempts are being made to convert it
into useful products such as synthetic
drying oils. The vinylacetylene is
then treated with hydrochloric acid
which converts it into chloroprene,
the parent substance of Neoprene.
Chloroprene is a colorless liquid
with a characteristic ethereal odor
resembling that of ethyl bromide.
Its boiling point is about 60° C. The
chloroprene compound is exactly like
isoprene except it has a chlorine atom
in place of a methyl group giving
the Neoprene added properties. It
polymerizes to a rubber-like material
more readily than does isoprene; the
polymerization can be accomplished
at room temperature in a short time.
The polymerization is stopped at a
stage in which the product has the
properties of natural rubber. This
material may be mixed with filters
and coloring matter exactly as rub-
ber is treated. The polymerization is
allowed to proceed further yielding
finally a material bearing the prop-
erties of vulcanized rubber and
known as Neoprene. Sulphur is not
needed to vulcanize Neoprene.
This chemical offspring of coal,
limestone, water, and salt greatly
excels rubber in resisting the action
of oils, gasolines, and solvents. It is
less affected by heat, is less perme-
able to gases and is many times more
resistant to checking and cracking
when exposed to direct sunlight. It
is equal to rubber in elasticity and
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In brownish, rubbery, snake-like
lengths, Neoprene has been running
out of the du Pont plant at Deep-
water, N. J., in growing volume for
nearly nine years. Today it is being
used by 250 manufacturers. Price
has dropped from $1.05 per pound
to 65c. Neoprene has been com-
pounded into nearly every variety
of rubber product from overshoes
in creameries to special rubber bands
for the rayon industry. Every auto-
mobile and airplane manufactured
has neoprene among its parts. It is
serving in every industrial plant
that can claim to be modern, and it
is being used in place of casein, glue,
gelatin, plastics, leather, pyroxylin,
waxes, metals, fabric, and combina-
tions of several of these materials.
In short, Neoprene has grown to be
an essential material no longer. re-
garded as a substitute, as can be
evidenced by the fact that Neoprene
is the fifth material on the priorities
list by the 0.P.M.
Du Pont's Deepwater Plant will be
producing at the end of 1941 20,000,-
000 pounds of Neoprene annually,
and a new plant is nearing comple-
tion at Louisville, Ky., with a capa-
city of 22,400,000 pounds. The total
combined capacity will make us
more than self sufficient.
Thus, through research, a material
has been created which will make
us independent of difficulties which
might impede our importation of
rubber, and con.sequently we have
been made a harder nation to con-
quer.
On the assumption that what a
person understands he is not afraid
of, a famous physicist was asked by
the British to explain what happened
when a bomb exploded. His explana-
tion went something like this: "As
a bomb explodes, a single wave pulse
or sound of very high frequency is
generated. If sounds of all fre-
quencies and intensities traveled at
the same speed, this high intensity
pulse would retain its shape as it is
propagated outward. However, since
the elasticity of the medium increases
considerably under enormous com-
pression involved in explosions the
high pressure phase breaks away
from the center of the pulse just as
the tops of water waves break ahead
near the shore. Thus the sharp wave
of the explosion is smoothed out at
short distances from the source."




The goal of much foundry research
has been for a long time the develop-
ment of a casting investment that
would be absolutely moisture free,
sufficiently porous to be self-venting,
flexible enough to be able to take
and accurately hold during pouring
any castable form, and yet econom-
ical enough to compete with existing
molding mediums. Research work-
ers while working with sands and
cements have constantly kept half
an eye on plaster as a possible candi-
date for the role of the ideal molding
material.
The delay in the adoption of
plaster has been due chiefly to in-
ability to develop a method of drying
the material in a sufficiently short
time to permit economical produc-
tion. There were also a dozen tech-
nical questions which would have to
be attacked individually, but all of
them were directly connected to the
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drying problem. It appears today,
however, that after several years of
intensive investigations, the solutions
of the chief problems are at hand
and the method is on its way to
economical acceptance.
In Cleveland, the Briggs Mfg. Co.
has put into operation a large new
foundry utilizing plaster molds ex-
clusively. Briggs uses what is called
the Capaco process and is licensed
by the Castings Patent Corp. of
Chicago. This installation is not only
the largest in the country, but the
Briggs Company has also made sub-
stantial engineering improvements
in respect to machinery used and
general operation. The plant has a
daily capacity of 20,000 pounds of
non-ferrous metals.
To the visitor, the most notable
features of the Capaco process are
the unusual dimensional accuracy,
faithful reproduction of fine details,
attractive as-cast surfaces, and ab-
sence of sand piles.
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Examples of castings made with use of plaster molds.
Briefly, the procedure in the pro-
duction of Capaco castings is as fol-
lows: The plaster is mixed with other
dry materials to give it strength and
is then mixed with water. The pat-
tern impression is established in the
mix when it is semi-set. This is
followed by a baking of the mold
after the pattern has been with-
drawn. Cores, also of plaster, are
inserted after baking, then cope and
drag joined, and the casting poured.
The requirements of the plaster
material are that it contains sufficient
permeability to provide a ready
egress for all air and gas in the mold
during pouring; that it be sufficiently
strong to withstand the metal with-
out distortion until the metal sets;
that it be sufficiently weak so that
it will collapse during the shrinkage
of the casting after solidification and
thus avoid setting up cooling stresses;
and, lastly, that the material be de-
void of moisture.
The voids in the mixture are
created by adding water, then drying
out the water, the space previously
occupied by the water creating a
network of spaces that has proved
most effective as a passageway for
gases to leave the mold.
The materials are fed in automat-
ically measured amounts into the
mold where they are subjected to a
violent vibrating action which thor-
oughly mixes the water and solids.
After the mold is partially hardened
in an electrically heated tunnel, auto-
matic equipment extracts the mold
from the mold box.
The drying oven, which is 74 feet
in length and fired by natural gas,
is di vided into two heat zones. The
first is a high heat zone where the
temperature is held at 1450° F.,
while the second is a recalcining zone
with a temperature ranging from
450 to 500° F., tapering down to close
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to room temperature at
the exit end.
The mold remains in
the high heat zone about
20 minutes and in the
recalcining zone about 1
hour and 20 minutes.
The entire preparation
of the mold, from the
primary material mixing
point to the exit end of
the oven requires about
2 hours, with the in-
stallation designed to
process 60 mold units an
hour.
After baking, the molds
are inspected, cores and
inserts are added, and
cope and drag mated.
Design practice at
Briggs in plaster mold
production is to work
with casting tolerances
of plus or minus 0.002
inch per inch in length.
The bulk of the castings being
turned out at present in Capaco
molds are brass, but other types of
alloys can be successfully worked.
It is possible to cast almost any com-
bination of copper, nickel, aluminum,
manganese, silicon, tin, lead, and
zinc, with a pouring temperature not
exceeding 2300' F. and with the per-
centage of lead below six percent.
Electrically Cleaned Air
Electrically cleaned air is now
helping to protect government rec-
ords against dirt and destruc tive
air-borne sulfur particles in an entire
wing of the new United States War
Department building. More than 45
per cent of all foreign particles con-
tained in the 500,000 cubic feet of
air entering the building each minute
are removed by the seven hundred
Westinghouse precipitron cells which
form the electrostatic air cleaner.
Besides reducing cleaning and main-
tenance costs, the precipitrons are
expected to prevent records from be-
coming yellow and brittle due to the
presence of sulfur particles in the
air. One of the advantages of the
electrostatic cleaner is its ability to
remove foreign particles from the
Plaster molds.
air regardless of their size. Mechan-
ical filters are able to remove only
the larger particles.
Role of Plastics
In the new industrial activity in-
spired by national defense require-
ments, plastics are playing a prom-
inent role. Well adapted to mass
production methods, molded plastics
are bringing their qualities of low
manufacturing costs, lightness in
weight, resistance to chemicals, heat
and electrical insulating properties,
and desirable mechanical character-
istics to many industrial parts.
While shortages of certain metals
have contributed in part to increased
activity in the field of plastics, there
are many applications which ulti-
mately would have reverted to plas-
tics. Nevertheless, a large amount of
the present consumption is due
mainly to two reasons: (1) their use
will permit the release of strategic
metals for defense purposes, where
only the metal will suffice, or (2) the
rate, volume, or quality of production
may be singularly fulfilled by plas-
tics.
While the physical and chemical
properties of plastics are of such
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character as to prohibit promiscuous
use in every application which arises,
reasonable care in analysis of design
and study of operating conditions
will soon reveal the proper type of
material to employ. Highly popular
in the new industrial activity are
impact-resistant phenolics, as well as
polyvinyls, polyacrylics, polystyrene,
and cellulose derivatives.
The internal gear shown illustrates
an application of molded phenol
plastics. One of the advantages of
molding such units in mass produc-
tion is the great saving in time as
compared with the machining of
these parts. The accuracy with
which the gear profile is produced
depends largely upon the accuracy
with which the mold was ground and
polished to size. Naturally, the
horsepower rating of plastic gears
would not be equivalent to steel
gears of corresponding size, but the
designer can specify a slightly larger
gear for greater factor of safety. In
addition, water is fully as good as
oil as a lubricant for phenolic gears
and bearings.
Another striking example of the
use of plastics to release aluminum
for aircraft construction is a washing
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Plastic washing machine agitator.
machine agitator. Lightness, strength,
and resistance to washing solutions
are properties of aluminum as well
as of plastics. In fact, production
ratio may be increased when the
plastic is used. Not only are un-
limited units obtainable from the
plastic mold, but also the pieces are
removed from the mold with a high
polish, practically eliminating costly
and time-consuming finishing opera-
tions required of sand castings.
It is now apparent that plastics
have characteristics which merit at-
tention when speed-up of produc tion
is required. Although they are not
a panacea for all design problems,
when applied in the proper manner
they are of unquestionable value.
Test-Tube Perfumes
An actual accomplishment of mod-
ern organic chemistry is the trans-
formation of a lump of black coal
into alluring odors more poignant
than those of nature.
Perfumery, as old as civilization
itself, was once forced to rely on the
oils of flowers, stems, barks, fruit,
seeds, and roots for the delicate
fragrances that have captivated man-
kind since time imme-
morial. Then vanillin, a
chemical with the char-
acteristic odor and taste
of the vanilla bean, was
synthesized in 1876.
Coumarin, the synthetic
creating the elusive aro-
ma of new-mown hay,
appeared three years
later and is still being
blended into sub tl y-
pleasing combinations
with other odors to cre-
ate the popular perfumes
of today.
Over four million blos-
soms of the French rose
or a ton of violets are
needed to produce a
single pound of the nat-
ural oils. Flowers, no
doubt, are grateful to the




The chemist has gone even farther
and has created flower scents never
before captured in perfume. The
odor of lilacs, for example, formerly
unobtainable because no
satisfactory means of ex-
tracting the natural oil




ley has also been re-
created in a test-tube
when all other means
failed. The keen smell of
pine needles, the satisfy-
ing tang of grapes, the
exquisite scent of jas-
mine, and the delicate
fragrance of the violet all
have been created with
synthetics.
Many new aromas have
been discovered in the
laboratory. Today in
place of about two hun-
dred odors based on
available oils, there are
perhaps more than a
thousand at the disposi-
tion of the sensitive per-
fumers, for the creation of many
lovely perfume compositions. Organ-
ic chemistry is constantly adding to
the existing shades by creating bases
from which new types are evolved.
Musk, one of the best fixatives
known, used in perfumery both to
blend odors and to make them last,
is also produced synthetically. The
natural substance is procured from
the glands of the male deer of Tibet
and, if obtainable in the pure state,
would be worth thousands of dollars
per pound. However, the synthetic
product has several advantages over
the natural substance: it is uniform
in strength, always ready for im-
mediate use, and is available at a
reasonable price. Many aromatics
formerly unobtainable in this coun-
try are now being supplied by the
Organic Chemicals Department of
the du Pont Company. In the United
States, at least, consumers will con-
tinue to enjoy their favorite scented
soap, the freshness of conditioned
air, and freedom from the obnoxious
odors of paint, leather, linoleum,
medicines, ink, fly-spray, and a mul-
titude of other products.
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Plastic internal gear.




On many of the defense projects encountered
by the Bell System, the work sheets — showing
telephone facilities needed and time allowed —
would make a good, conservative engineer's
hair stand on end.
For example, take the Navy's huge new air
base near Corpus Christi, Texas, which covers
14,500 acres, includes 29 separate flying fields
and 481 buildings. Closely connected with the
base are Defense Housing projects to accomo-
date 1700 families.
Imagine the complex problems involved in.
planning telephone facilities for this new "city"
where formerly there were sand dunes — in
obtaining and installing miles and miles of
wire and cable, switchboards, telephones by
the thousand.
But telephone engineers and construction
men took hold— proceeded to shatter records—
completed their huge task in seemingly im-
possible time. For men with the "will to do,"
there's a real thrill in such Bell System work!
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T .N .T . Dance—Military Ball Professor Knipmeyer Honored
Plans have been announced for
the Rose Military Ball, the annual
presentation of Tau Nu Tau, honor-
ary military fraternity at Rose Poly.
William Hochstetler, president of the
fraternity for the current year, has
announced the following committees
which will have charge of the affair.
Orchestra: Kennedy, Nahm, and
Bowsher; Place and banquet: O'Dell
and Riley; Publicity and decora-
tions: Roberts, Logsdon, Sutphin,
and King; Tickets and programs:
Ullrich and Sollars.
The dance is to be an open formal
dance and will be held in the May-
flower Room of the Terre Haute
House on November 29, 1941, from
9: 30 to 1: 30 P. M. The committee
has secured the services of Eddie
Howard and his orchestra to make
the success of the affair complete.
Preceding the dance, there will be a
banquet in honor of the student
officers of the Rose Tech R. O. T. C.
unit and their guests.
Professor C. C. Knipmeyer, head
of the electrical engineering depart-
ment, attended the 22nd annual
meeting of the National Council of
State Boards of Engineering Ex-
aminers held in New York on
October 27-30 and while there, was
elected as president of the Council
for the coming year. The chief sub-
jects of interest at this meeting were
means for improving the handling
of applications for professional regis-
tration.
This council has been doing not-
able work in advancing the position
of engineering among the professions.
The report at this meeting of T.
Keith Legare, executive secretary,
showed that only three states,
Montana, North Dakota, and New
Hampshire, do not now have regis-
tration laws covering the practice of
professional engineering.
Homecoming
The weekend of October 24 proved
to be one of the most eventful week-
The queen of them all.
ends of the semester at Rose, for it
was the time of the annual Home-
coming celebrations. The festivities
started on Friday night, with a gala
street parade through the streets of
Terre Haute, led by the new "Rosie,"
the freshmen decorated paper mache
elephant mascot of the Rose Poly-
technic Institute students. Following
the parade, the students and their
friends gathered on the athletic field
and burned the traditional effigy of
their opponent—in this case, Frank-
lin. After the bonfire, the members
of the "R" Men's Association sup-
plied the crowd with cider and
doughnuts. The following Saturday
morning, the freshmen, under the
careful tutelage of the seniors, dec-
orated the campus in a fitting man-
ner as host for the large crowds
which saw the game with Franklin
that afternoon. After the notably
victorious game, the Tau Beta Pi
honorary fraternity supplied the
crowd with hot dogs and cider.
Saturday night, October 25, the fit-
ting climax to a wonderful weekend
was held in the form of the annual
Homecoming Dance in the gym-
nasium. Students and alumni pro-
claimed it the best dance so far, after
they had danced to the "swingipated"
rhythms of Eddie Lewis and his
orchestra and had taken part in the
riotous merrymaking which took
place during intermission.
Rose Heads Nation in
Increase of Enrollment
In an article in the New York
Times some weeks ago, Raymond
Walters, president of the University
of Cincinnati, stated some interesting
facts relevant to enrollment of col-
lege students throughout the country.
According to Mr. Walters, college
rosters of the country as a whole
show a decline of from 5 to 20 per
cent. In a survey of 573 institutions
of learning, 331 have fewer students
this year than last year. One hun-
a I
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dred and twenty-five have approxi-
mately the same enrollment, and
117 report more students than at
the same time last year. The two
causes for the decreases in enroll-
ment were cited as being: the selec-
tive service bill and the monetary
attraction of industrial defense jobs.
An increasing percentage of the
total college enrollment consists of
female students, the survey revealed,
and 40 percent of the womens' col-
leges report gains in enrollment, as
against 25 percent showing a de-
crease in enrollment.
The most favorable showing, as to
institutional type, is found in the
376 independent colleges of arts and
sciences. Of this number, approxi-
mately five-eighths show either an
increase of enrollment or no change.
Of all the technical institutions
surveyed in the United States (about
50) Rose Polytechnic Institute
showed the most gain in enrollment.
Rose Poly's enrollment this year is
15 percent higher than it was last
year. Only one other technical
school, and that a government in-
stitute, can show more increase than
Rose Poly, namely, the U. S. Coast
Guard Academy which shows an in-
crease of 25 percent. Rose Poly is
one of 13 technical schools through-




This year a new man has been
placed in charge of the Rose Poly-
technic Institute department of
Military Science and Tactics. His
name is Major F. L. Blue, Jr. Major
Blue succeeds Major Henney who
was transferred to another post late
last summer. The Rose Technic
welcomes Major Blue to Rose Poly
and wishes him the best of success.
Major Blue was born in Spartan-
burg, South Carolina, in 1907 but
lived during his boyhood in Fair-
mont, North Carolina, where he
graduated from high school in 1924.
He attended Wake Forrest College,
North Carolina, for one year prior to
his entry into the United States
Military Academy at West Point in
1925. Upon graduation from West
Point in 1929, he was commissioned
second lieutenant in the Engineer
Corps and was sent to his first sta-
tion, the U. S. Engineer's Office,
Wilmington, North Carolina. In 1930
he was transferred to the llth Engi-
neers, Fort Humphreys, Virginia,
and a few weeks later he moved with
Company "C,” 13th Engineers, to
join the experimental mechanized
force, which moved to Fort Knox,
Kentucky. In 1932 he attended the
University of Iowa as a student
officer, where he received his M.S.
degree. During 1933-34 he attended
the Company Officers Course of the
Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Vir-
ginia.
Major Blue was then transferred
to Hawaii where he remained for
almost three years. While in Hawaii,
he was promited to the rank of first
lieutenant. In 1937 he was ordered to
the District Engineer's Office, Cin-
cinnati where he remained until the
army began its drive for expansion
late in 1939. His next assignment
was as Company Commander of the
18th Engineers located at Fort
Devens, Massachusetts, where he re-
ceived his promotion to the rank of
Captain in 1939. He was next moved
to Fort Ord, California, serving there
as regimental adjutant and opera-
tions officer. While there, he helped
to organize the new regiment, the
19th Engineers. Early in 1941, he
was assigned to another new regi-
ment, the 43rd Engineers, located at
Camp Robinson, Arkansas. Captain
Blue commanded the First Battalion
of that regiment from its organization
until the end of the maneuvers in
Tennessee in June, 1941. He depart-
ed from the 43rd Engineers in July
and came to Rose, having been re-
cently promoted to the rank of
Major.
Major Blue resides at 216 Adams
St., Terre Haute, Ind. He is married
and has two children.
Tapping of Blue Key and
Tau Beta Pi
On October 16, 1941, a general
assembly was held at Rose Poly at
which the two national honorary
fraternities, Tau Beta Pi and Blue
Key, held their respective tapping
ceremonies. Tau Beta Pi chooses its
candidates from among the members
of the senior class who are in the
upper fifth of the class scholastically
and from among those juniors who
are in the upper tenth of their class
scholastically. It also choose its
candidates by virtue of their outside
activities, leadership, and personali-
Maier F. L. Blue, Jr.
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ties. The men chosen by Tau Beta
Pi this fall are: Harold Bowsher,
(Sr.) , King Chalfont (Sr.) , Ted
Thomas (Jr.) , Alan Ker (Jr.) , and
John Newlin (Jr.) .
Blue Key fraternity chooses its
men from the all-campus men at
school or in other words from those
men who show by scholarship, lead-
ership, ability, and participation in
extra-curricular activities, that they
are the leaders of the school. Those
men tapped by Blue Key at the
assembly are: James Brown, Harris
Murchison, Charles Meurer, and
Alan Ker.
The Technic takes this opportunity
to extend sincere congratulations to
all the above-mentioned men for
their splendid work. The fact that
there are such awards to be had
should spur every student at Rose
Tech on to new victories, and per-
haps to becoming one of those en-
vied men on the campus—A Blue
Key man, or a "Tau Bete."
Debate Club
This year the Rose Tech Debate
Club is planning one of the most
active seasons in its history. Already
this semester, fourteen men have
joined the club. Rev. F. L. Brown,
adviser to the club, states that this
is the largest group of debaters that
has turned out for the club in many
years. The topic to be discussed
this year is: Resolved: That the
federal government should regulate
by law all labor unions in the United
States. The members of the debate
club are: H. Madinger, president;
G. McConnell, secretary; J. Neer-
man, H. Irvin, M. Percopo, F.
Berghoefer, J. Ice, H. Shaw, R. Rie-
man, L. Pittman, G. Weibel, G.
Dovenmuehle, J. Hanes, and W.
Haley.
The schedule of debates in the
near future is:
Jan. 15, 1942: Franklin vs. Rose
at Franklin.
Feb. 6, 1942: DePauw vs. Rose at
Rose.
Feb. 13, 1942: Hanover vs. Rose
at Hanover.
Feb. 14, 1942: Evansville vs. Rose
at Evansville.
March 6, 1942: Wabash vs. Rose
at Wabash.
March 13, 1942: Earlham vs. Rose
at Earlham.
The club is planning to enter a
team in the annual Manchester-
Huntington debating tournament
in the spring. Rose will debate both
sides of the question.
A. S. M. E.
The A. S. M. E.
student branch at
Rose has started the
current season in a
very successful man-
ner, all the eligible
men having joined the organization
after a well-organized membership
drive.
The second meeting of the year
was held Monday, November 3, at
which time two talks were presented
by branch members. Eugene Hess
spoke on "Airplane Reduction Gear
Testing," in connection with his work
last summer in the experimental de-
partment of the Allison Division of
General Motors plant in Indianapolis,
Ind. The particular reduction gears
under test were new designs for the
Allison liquid-cooled airplane engine.
Gene McConnell, who spent the
summer at the same plant, gave a
history of the development of the
Allison engine and concluded with
a description of engine testing.
A. S. C. E.
The Rose Poly-
technic Institute
chapter of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil
Engineers was well
represented at the
recent National Convention of the
A. S. C. E. held in Chicago. Five
members of the student branch at-
tended the meeting held on October
15. They were J. Newlin, A. John-
son, K. Chalfont, W. Prescott, and
R. Rockwood. Professor Hutchins
and Mr. White, both of the civil
engineering department at Rose, ac-
















October 17, 1941, the
Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute student chap-
ter of the American
Institute of Chemical
held its first meeting of
year.
This meeting was called as a result
of the challenge by the juniors of
the seniors to participate in a chem-
ical contest on "The Element Mag-
nesium." This element was chosen
because of its recent importance on
the priorities list of materials used
in the United States defense pro-
gram. The seniors accepted and the
battle was on. Two men well-known
in the chemical world were asked
to judge the contest, namely Dr.
John White, formerly of the Rose
Polytechnic Institute faculty, and
Dr. P. D. Wilkinson of Indiana State
Teachers College.
The juniors were coached by Dr.
R. K. Strong and the seniors by
Dr. O. S. Knight. The contestants
were selected on the basis of ability
and also on the scope of the ques-
tions handed in to the coaches. Each
member of the two classes handed
in a list of questions to be asked on
the night of the contest.
The men who served on the senior
team were: "Brain" Kesler, captain,
"Lucky" Leedy, "Fortunate" Foley,
and "Doubtful" Douds. The junior
team consisted of "Quiz Kid" Hill,
captain, "Makebate" Martin, "Un-
erring" Irvin, and "Perfecto" Per-
copo.
The rules of the contest were quite
simple in that the members of one
team would ask the opposing team
a question on the element magnesium
which the team would attempt to
answer correctly.
Members of both classes put in an
effort to hand in questions that would
blank the opposing team.
Still reveling in the glory of vic-
tory, the juniors challenged the
sophomores on "The Element Chlo-





The ramparts we build...
A OUR COUNTRY moves throughperilous world events, national
defense is uppermost in our minds.
Is defense production fast enough?
Is American industry turning out
the goods? How are American en-
gineers and production men meet-
ing defense problems?
Here's how matters stand at
Westinghouse:
We are engaged in building more
than $300,000,000 worth of equip-
ment for the national defense pro-
gram. On our books are more than
3,600 defense orders. To meet sched-
ules, we must produce $960,000
worth of apparatus every day —
$40,000 every hour—between now
and the end of 1941.
Every one of the Company's 26
manufacturing divisions is working
on national defense projects; most
of them on a three-shift basis.
Employment is at an all-time
peak of 75,000, a gain of more than
25,000 since a year ago. One in three
Westinghouse employees is new.
To avoid delays due to shortages
in materials and to release metals
needed for other defense projects,
substitute materials committees
have been organized in every West-
inghouse plant to find ways to make
use of new materials wherever pos-
sible. One result : our Merchandis-
ing Division alone has found ways
to save 1,500,000 pounds of alumi-
num out of next year's manufac-
turing schedule. That's enough to
build 130 Army bombers.
Many things we are making for
the Navy, Army, and defense in-
dustries are military secrets, but
we can mention:
Parts for control units on anti-
aircraft guns.
Special land, sea, and air radio
equipment for the Army and Navy.
High-speed X-ray equipment, ca-
pable of examining soldiers at the
rate of one a minute.
Army binoculars.
Fluorescent lamps for "blackout"
plants and others.
Secondary networks for defense
plants. These are systems of power
circuits and equipment so arranged
that if one part of the factory is de-
stroyed, current will continue to be
available in all undamaged sections.
Some of the things we're making
for air defense are:
Special meters and instruments
for Army airplanes.
Lightweight generators and volt-
age regulators to supply and control
electric power in Army planes.
Bomb fuses, now being turned
out at a high rate. Production will
be doubled again in a few weeks.
Plastic parts for aircraft, includ-
ing Micarta pulleys and fair leads
to guide the control wires inside
planes.
Radio sending and receiving ap-
paratus.
Lighting systems for airports and
seadrome lights capable of convert-
ing open waterways into landing
bases for seaplanes.
Now at work on propulsion
equipment for more than 100
Navy ships is the Westinghouse
Steam Division plant at South
Philadelphia.
Driving gear for 80 merchant ves-
sels also is being made at this plant.
Besides helping to build our first
lines of defense Westinghouse
is supplying power equipment
urgently needed for the speed-
up of its own and other defense
industries.
Our East Pittsburgh Works this
year will double its 1940 produc-
tion of generating equipment.
The Generator Division com-
pleted this year the three largest
water-wheel generators in the world
—108,000 kilovolt-ampere giants
for Grand Coulee.
The Motor Division will produce
enough motors in 1941 to develop
2,660,000 horsepower ; enough pow-
er to drive all the machinery in 50
steel mills. Majority of these motors
will be driving machinery for defense.
This, in outline, is the way the
Westinghouse Company and
Westinghouse engineers are do-
ing their share in national
defense.
Westin house
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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CAMPUS SPORTS
by William R. Kniptash, ch.e., '44
The "Fightin' Engineers" of 1941IN Yes sir, fellows, all you students
are a credit to their school and to' of Rose, you've had one fine year of
their coach, Phil Brown. Coach was football, and you should personally
worried at the beginning of the year thank every member of the team for
because he feared the seniors Rose a swell unbeaten, untied season.
lost last year in both the line and
backfield would ruin the 1941 sea-
son. Who would fill A-1 Klatte's
shoes? Who would fill the big shoes
of Ray Hogan and John Combs?
What in the world would he, the
coach, do? The answers to these
questions wer e an-
swered in good style
by Phil Brown and his
newest edition of the
Rose football team. Ed
McGovern stepped
right into the shoes of
Al Klatte and pro-
ceeded to lead all the
state gridders in points
scored. The linemen
who left school seemed
to be vacating their
positions to play ers
who wouldn't have a
chance to duplicate their perform-
ances, but the Rose line this year is
one of the best in several seasons.
Earl Michaels' accurate passes were
caught by Ellsworth and Rumbley
who are tough when it comes to the
game of football. "Moose" Bowsher
played ball every Saturday and
when you say ball you mean ball
with "Moose." Jim Brown, "Irv"
Keeler, Charlie Van Meter, Charlie
Meurer, Bob Voges, and Jiggs Price
have added plenty of knifes to be









Every lineman on the club has
done his share to keep these backs
in a vertical position. Beasty Cava-
naugh, Joe Van Meter, Morris, Bu-
beck, Mitchell, Miller, Cornelius,
Woolsey, Warrick, Hanes, and the
whole dern bunch have given their
time and service to make a line that
looked like a brick wall all year
long.
Evansville vs. Rose
Playing inside their own 50 yard
line all afternoon, Rose Poly's
Fightin' Engineers still piled up 20
big points against Evansville Col-
ROSE FOOTBALL SCORES
Won-7 LOS
 12 Wabash  7
22 Austin Peay  7
20 Evansville  2
 54 Franklin  6
32 Principia 12
33 Earlham  0
 56 Milton  0
lege's 2 in a football game at Evans-
ville, October 11. The victory was
the Engineer's fourth in as many
starts.
Evansville started and finished
the game with a crippled team. The
first half was played to a deadlock
until the last moment of the second
quarter when "Dutch" Bailey,
Evansville safety man, who was
playing in spite of injuries, fumbled
a Rose punt on his own 25 yard line
and "Beasty" Cavanaugh, who has
played a fine game of wide-awake
football every game this year, broke
through and recovered. In four suc-
cessive pass attempts, Michaels com-
pleted two, the last for a touchdown
to McGovern, who crossed the goal
line standing up. McGovern's try
for extra point was wide.
At the beginning of the third
period, the Aces started to show
some of their power. The drive
started on the Evansville 23 yard
line and went to the Rose 12 where
Taylor, Ace right half, fumbled and
Rose recovered. On the next play,
however, Galloway and Baumgart-
ner smashed through and blocked
Van Meter's kick. Earl Michaels,
all state quarterback last year, was
on the alert and fell on the ball to
prevent a touchdown. This safety
was Evansville's lone tally.
Shortly after the start of the
fourth quarter, the Engineers re-
covered another fumble
- on the Rose 44 yard
line. A 26 yard run by
McGovern followed by
a pass from Michaels
to Bowsher was good
for 6 more points.
C. Van Meter's kick
split the uprights.
Immediately follow-
ing this tally, Mc-
Govern once again got
into the clear and raced
57 yards for a touch-
down. C. Van Meter
added the extra point.
The Aces were within the Rose
15-yard line three times but lacked
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 C. Van Meter
Franklin vs. Rose
The prestige built up by the 1941
Rose football machine was not
shaken a bit when the Engineers met
Franklin in the Lost Creek Stadium,
October 25, for the annual Home-
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coming tilt. When the din of the
battle had died away, Rose was the
winner to the tune of 54 to 6.
The game proved to be a field day
for the Engineers. Both offense and
defense clicked for the Rose eleven
and Franklin was swamped with
touchdowns.
Charlie Van Meter opened the
game with a beautiful kickoff.
Franklin's offense failed and Miller
kicked to the Rose 45-yard line.
Bowsher and Voges advanced the
ball to the Franklin 38. Michaels
tossed a pass to Rumbley on the 23.
Bowsher and Voges once again
brought the ball to the seven yard
stripe. Michael's pass to Bowsher
put the Brownmen on the six-inch
line and Voges went over for the
first score. C. Van Meter converted.
During the first quarter Michaels
completed six of nine passes.
Paul Dunker, Franklin left half,
broke away for a 66 yard run and
only Ed McGovern's tackle from be-
hind saved a touchdown. Guinnup
fumbled on the Rose eleven and
Bill Rumbley recovered. Several
line plays failed and Van Meter
kicked out to the Grizzlie's 42.
Miller kicked back to the Rose 29
and from there Harold Bowsher ran
back to the scene of the boot on a
beautiful double reverse. Michaels
heaved a long pass to Rumbley to
make it first down on the Franklin
23. McGovern cut off tackle for a
touchdown. Again Van Meter's edu-
cated toe added the extra marker.
After the kickoff Franklin held
the ball within their own 35 until
the end of the quarter.
In the second quarter, Miller made
a bad kick that went out on the
Rose 44. Runs by Keeler and Mc-
Govern and two passes by Michaels
to Ellsworth and Rumbley paved
the way for another touchdown,
McGovern adding the next marker
from the two-yard line. Van Meter
added another perfect kick to his
collection.
Miller's kickoff went into the end
zone, and Rose was held close to
the 20-yard line for two downs and
was forced to punt. A couple of
passes by Guinnup were not com-
plete and so he punted to Michaels
on the 29. McGovern ripped through
tackle and ran 72 yards to a touch-
down. This time McGovern tried
for the extra point but missed.
Carl Miller intercepted Leer-
kamp's pass on the Rose 48. Charley
Meurer passed to Bowsher for 23
yards and a first down on the 25-
yard line. Runs by Bowsher, Meurer,
and Keeler drove the ball to the nine.
Bowsher scored on a reverse and
added the extra point.
Miller's kickoff was carried to the
30-yard line by McGovern. Bowsher
ran to a first down and Meurer car-
ried for 15 yards more. Michaels
tossed two passes, the first to Ells-
worth for fifteen yards and the sec-
ond to Bowsher for the score.
Bowsher missed the try for extra
point.
"Big Bill" Rumbley reached out
a giant hand to intercept a Franklin
lateral and then proceeded to lumber
55 yards to another Rose touchdown.
Michaels kicked the extra point.
Keeler kicked to Guinnup on the
Franklin 25 and Franklin was forced
to kick out of danger from this point
two plays later. Miller booted to
Price on the Rose 40. Meurer broke
loose for 35 yards to the Franklin
25. After Keeler's five-yard run,
(Continued on Page 28)
Our "Fightin' Engineers" of 1941, who achieved the glory of an unbeaten, untied season.
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GRADE A GRADS
edited by Wallover H. Nellis, c.e., '44
Departed
Herbert C. Westfall, '97, died at
his home in St. Paul, Minnesota, on
October 22, 1941. Mr. Westfall was
graduated from Rose with the class
of 1897 receiving his B. S. degree in
electrical engineering. In 1898, he
also received a B. S. degree in civil
engineering. At the time of his death
Mr. Westfall was employed as divi-
sion engineer with the Northern
Pacific Railway Company.
Dr. Noyes, former professor of
chemistry at Rose, passed away at
his home in Urbana, Illinois, on
October 24, 1941. He died of heart
trouble, being sick less than a week.
Dr. Noyes was active until the
time of his death. He was head of
the chemistry department at the
University of Illinois for a long time
and became professor emeritus. He
spent his time on research projects
in the chemistry building which is
named Noyes Laboratory after him.
New Arrivals
Mr. and Mrs. Jack H. Keller, 2018
East Spring Street, New Albany,
Indiana, announce the birth of a son,
Robert, born October 11, 1941. Mr.
Keller was graduated from Rose in
the class of 1934 receiving his B.S.
degree in civil engineering. At pres-
ent he is employed as assistant divi-
sion engineer with the Indiana Ord-
nance Works, Charlestown, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Cushman,
Jr., of Philadelphia, Pa., have an-
nounced the arrival of a son, John
Paul, "Rose '63," on October 22,
1941. Mr. Cushman was graduated
from Rose with the class of 1935 re-
ceiving his B.S. degree in mechanical
engineering. At present he is em-
ployed with the American Viscosi
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.




become assistant to the
president of the Youngstown Weld-
ing and Engineering Company,
Youngstown, Ohio.
John J. Kessler, St. Louis,
Mo., is president of the
Soybean Paint and Varn-
ish Institute, St. Louis.
10 3 tuck, Connecticut, is me-
N. Hadley Cox of Nauga-
chanical engineer for the
Scovill Manufacturing Company,
Waterbury, Connecticut.
/ James R. Stalker of
07 Youngstown, Ohio, is in
Washington, D. C., as In-
dustrial Specialist, Nickel Branch,
Office of Production Management.
Harry H. Orr, formerly of Dan-
ville, Illinois, is assistant to the
president, C. & E. I. Railroad, Chi-
cago, Illinois.
/ Byron L. Kelso of Terre
Haute, Indiana, has taken
a position with the Indi-
ana State Highway Commission,
Seymour, Indiana.
/ Ivan R. Ralston, former
09 statistical engineer with
the Shell Company of
Wilmington, California, has retired
and is devoting himself to farming




Georgia, is safety engineer
for the Wright Aeronautical Corpor-





Louis S. Bake, previously
a resident of Penns
Grove, New Jersey, is
manager of the Neoprene Surfacing
Materials Division, du Pont Com-
pany, Wilmington, Delaware.
/ Whitcomb W. Moore, with
the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company
at New York, has been transferred
to Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank N. Heubel, formerly with
the Standard Oil Company of Indi-
ana, has taken a position with the
2
Container Corporation of America,
Chicago, Illinois.
Kenneth M. Huston, heretofore
with the Mutual Chemical Company
of America, has accepted a position
as development engineer with the
Western Electric Company at Balti-
more, Maryland. His work concerns
the plating of telephone conductors.
/ Frederick R. Owens of
21 Pittsburgh, Pa., is secre-
tary of the C. W. Price &
Company, Inc., consulting engineers,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
/ 2 3 Bay Shore, New York,
Donald L. Mewhinney of
has taken a position with
the Remington Arms Company,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Robert T. Hendrich of Shaker
Heights, Ohio, has been advanced to
manager of sales of the Liquid
Plastic Division, Ferro Enamel
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Myron E. Wilson of Seelyville,
Indiana, is with the Steel Products
Engineering Company, Springfield,
Ohio.
Jesse L. Tygart, formerly of
Toledo, Ohio, is working as engineer-
architect with C. W. Cole & Son at
the Illinois Ordnance Plant, Marion,
Ill.
/ Orville M. Dunning,
25 formerly with the Gray
Manufacturing Company,
Hartford, Conn., is senior engineer
with the Hazeltine Service Corpora-
tion, Little Neck, New York.
Frederick L. Matteson, Jr., former
patent examiner with the U. S. Pat-
ent Office, is now a captain in the
Corps of Engineers, Company A,
5th Training Battalion, Engineer
Reserve Training Corps, Ft. Belvoir,
Va.
/ Theodore S. Moench, em-
26 ployed with the American
Telephone and Telegraph
Company in Buffalo, New York, has
been transferred to New York City.
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FLAME THROWER OF THE PRODUCTION OFFENSE
I EADING the attack on the production has developed a complete line of ma-
L backlog by shaping steel and build- chines and apparatus. Airco has in-
ing it into ships, tanks, armored trucks creased its manufacturing of oxygen
any many other defense items, is in- and acetylene and distributing facilities
dustry's modern production tool — the to meet the accelerating demand. So
Airco Oxyacetylene Flame. It slices its that the Airco Oxyacetylene Flame
way through steel of any thickness up may be used most efficiently and eco-
to 30" and more, cutting it to the de- nomically, Air Reduction offers industry
sired contour with unrivalled speed and the cooperation of a staff of experi-
accuracy. This versatile tool flame ma- enced engineers, skilled in the use of
chines metal with astonishing speed; this modern tool.
hardens steel to any desired degree An interesting booklet, "Airco in the
and depth; cleans metal surfaces for News", tells a picture of this Airco pro-
quicker and longer lasting paint jobs duction tool and the numerous ways in
and welds metal into a homogeneous which it is aiding the defense program.
lastingly strong structure. If you want a copy write to the Airco
To assure the maximum efficiency Public Relations Department, Room







60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES




John A. Fairhurst, in-
spector of engineering
materials for the U. S.
Navy located at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
been transferred to the National
Cash Register Company, Dayton,
Ohio.
Othel S. Calhoon, Rock-
28 wood, Mich., is foreman
of the instrument depart-
ment at the Buick Aviation Engine
Plant, Melrose Park, Ill.
John W. Rockwood, with30 the U. S. Gypsum Com-
pany, New York, has
been made district engineer of that
company.
Eugene H. Scofield of Peoria, Ill.,
formerly with the Illinois State High-
way Commission, is assistant engi-
neer at the Peoria Municipal Airport.
Harry E. Stock, recently with the
department of agriculture in Wash-
ington, D. C., is now structural engi-
neer with the U. S. Engineer Corps,
Washington, D. C.
George T. Hauer, former-
32 ly with Commercial Sol-
vents Corp'n., Terre
Haute, Indiana, is now mechanical
engineer with the Inland Steel Com-
pany, Indiana Harbor, Ind.
George O. Howson, formerly with
the U. S. Navy at Alameda, Cali-
fornia, is now first officer with the
United Air Lines, based in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
William A. Haynes, with the Sig-
nal Department of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
transferred to New York where he
is now telegraph and signal foreman.
Norman W. Liston, re-
33 cently with Hiram Walker
and Sons, Peoria, Ill., is
now at the Signal Corps School, Ft.
Monmouth, New Jersey.
Charles E. Grogan, 1st Lieutenant,
U. S. Air Corps., is on duty at the
Curtiss Aircraft Division, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Homer W. Fisher, former engineer
with the Bureau of Agricultural En-
gineering, is now employed by Wil-
liam S. Moore, consulting engineer,
South Bend, Indiana.
Captain Edwin J. Withers, Corps
of Engineers, U. S. Army, has been
transferred to Ft. Belvoir, Va.,
where he is on the staff of the faculty
of the engineer school.
James I. Mason, formerly
34 employee of the Sunbeam
Electric Company of
Evansville, Ind., is in the service
with Company A., 26th Engineer
Training Battalion, Ft. Leonard
Wood, Mo.
Ward W. Engle with the T. V. A.
at Chattanooga, Tenn., has been
transferred to Knoxville, Tenn.,
where he is structural engineer.
Henry H. Douglas, formerly with
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
is with the 107th Engineers at Camp
Livingston, La.
H. Loren Thompson is a member
of the faculty of the University of
Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. He has been
advanced to assistant professor of
civil engineering.
Albert L. Bard, formerly
35 with the Concrete Engi-
neering Company of Chi-
cago, has taken a new position with
the Sheffield Steel Corporation,
Sheffield Station, Kansas City, Mo.
Francis H. Richardson, formerly
with the Indiana State Highway
Commission, has been transferred to
Langley Field, Virginia.
Gordon L. Burt is chief of the
Division of Water and Sewer Utili-
ties at the Jefferson Proving Ground,
Madison, Indiana.
John A. Cushman, former em-
ployee of the John A. Seagrams and
Sons Company, Louisville, Ky., is
now with the American Viscosi
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ernest J. Welsh, previously with
the Parker-Miller Heating Company,
Louisville, Ky., is now with the
B. F. Shaw Company, employed at
Charlestown, Indiana.
Russel R. Kerr, formerly with the
K. A. Rarick Company, Indianapolis,
Indiana, has taken a position with
the Indiana Refining Company as
architectural engineer.
Arthur W. Hess, former assistant
superintendent with the N. P.
Severin Company, Columbus, Ohio,
is now engineer with the H. M.
Boyasonn Company, general con-
tractors of Columbus, Ohio. He is
located in Cincinnati, Ohio.
/36
Arthur F. Wood, form-
erly with the Link Belt
Company, Indianapolis,
Ind., is sales engineer with the W. H.
Edwards Engineering Company.
John E. Sonnefield, form-
er mechanical engineer
with the Aluminum Com-
pany of America, is with the 20th
Engineers, Ft. Benning, Ga.
Frank E. Blount, former student
engineer with the Williamette-
Hyster Company, is assistant to the
supervisor, line and signal division,
Oregon Electric Railway Company,
Portland, Oregon.
38 former engineer with the
Edward H. Eckerman,
Illinois Bell Telephone
Company, Chicago, is assistant pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering at
Yale University.
Claude J. Zinngrabe is trade in-
structor at the Washburne Trade
School, Chicago, Ill.
Willis R. Lucas, former
4 engineer with the Indiana
State Highway Commis-
sion, is instrument man with Charles
W. Cole and Son, Engineers, La
Porte, Ind.
41 Westinghouse Electric &
John E. Bartmess, with
Manufacturing Company,
has been transferred to the Sharon,
Pa., works.
Robert G. Brittenbach is an avia-
tion cadet at the Pine Bluff School





La Rue Allen is staff
sergeant with the
Headquarters Com-




The weekend of October 24-26
marked another homecoming at
Rose. A great many alumni returned
to their "alma mater" for the cele-
bration. The gayly decorated cam-
pus, the parade, bonfire, football
game, and dance all brought back





(Continued from Page 5)
Mustard Gas. This agent is prob-
ably the best of all the agents ever
used or developed. It has a triple
effect—vesicant, lung irritant, and
lacrimator. Since it produces very
bad burns on all parts of the body
and the English were not prepared
for such an agent, mustard gas
caused many casualties. Fourteen
thousand two hundred seventy-six
men were made casualties, 500 of
whom died, by the use of mustard
gas over a period of three weeks.
Only a small amount of the mustard
gas made in America was shipped to
Europe.
Mustard gas, HS, or BB' dichloro-
ethyl sulfide, (C1CH.,CH.,) S, is a
black, oily liquid which smells like
onions or garlic. It is very persistent
and may remain in an area several
weeks under favorable conditions.
As mentioned before, it has a triple
effect on personnel but can be neu-
tralized by bleaching powder.
Mustard gas is prepared on a large
scale by passing ethylene into sulfur
monochloride.
Lewisite. This agent was made by
Capt. W. L. Lewis in 1917. Willoby,
Ohio was the place at which it was
manufactured, and a shipment for
France was ready when the armistice
was signed. Lewisite hydrolyzes
very easily but one of the products
is very toxic, and ground which has
been subjected to it is dangerous for
a long time. Its action to personnel
is similar to mustard gas. Its C. W.
S. symbol is M1 and its chemical
formula is (C1CH: CHAsC1,,) . It
smells like geraniums and is very
persistent; it can be neutralized with
sodium hydroxide. Besides burning
the skin, it liberates M1 oxide which
poisons the body.
Lewisite is produced by bubbling
acetylene through a mixture of
anhydrous arsenic trichloride and
aluminum chloride.
Phosgene. Phosgene, (C0C12) ,
acts like chlorine but its effect is
much greater. Phosgene is a lung
irritant that smells like new hay.
It is a nonpersistent gas having the
C. W. S. symbol PS. It is stable
when kept away from water—water
decomposes it into carbon dioxide
and hydrochloric acid. Phosgene is
best employed from Livens projector
shells. A large amount of it was
produced in America and shipped to
France in 1918.
Phosgene is made by the catalytic
combination of carbon monoxide and
chlorine. It is dried by means of
sulfuric acid towers and is liquefied
by passing it through lead coils laid
in brine.
White Phosphorus. This agent is
most effective as a smoke but is very
useful against personnel. It is good
for incendiary purposes only on very
combustible materials. The C. W. S.
symbol is WP. It proved to be an
agent dreaded by all troops because
of its property of bursting into flame
when brought into contact with air.
The flying bits of phosphorus will
burn through clothing and cause
serious burns to personnel. It is very
stable when kept under water, and
water or copper sulfate can be used
to stop the burning. This agent was
first used by the British.
It is prepared in an electric
furnace. Calcium phosphate, sand,
and coke are fed into the furnace
and heated to a high temperature.
Phosphoric oxide is formed and re-
duced to phosphorus by carbon.
Thermite. This agent, having the
symbol TH, is made up of 24 parts
of aluminum and 76 parts of iron
oxide. When it reacts, it produces
iron at a temperature of about
3,000° C. Since iron is in a molten
state at this temperature, it can be
used for incendiary purposes and
welding. A thermite bomb weighs
about two pounds. The outer shell
of the bomb is made of a magnesium
alloy which burns up, thus giving
a shell that is very good as an in-
cendiary. Thousands of these are
being used in the war in Europe
today.
Other incendiary agents include
the "flaming envelope" used by the
British several months ago.
Chemical agents are employed in
several ways. The airplane will
probably be the outstanding method
in this war, but there are several
other methods available. These other
methods were used in the last war
and proved very satisfactory.
One of these methods is by means
of the 4.2-inch chemical mortar.
This piece is a muzzle-loading one
having a high angle of fire and a
range of from 600 to 2400 yards. It
may be fired at a sustained rate of
fire of five rounds per minute, and,
if not emplaced in soft ground, may
be fired for short periods at rates of
20 rounds per minute. The range
may be varied by changing the ele-
vation, by varying the propellent
charge, or by a combination of the
two. The component parts of the
mortar are the barrel; standard, ele-
vating, and traversing mechanism;
base plate; and sight. It fires a shell
weighing 25 pounds, 8 ounces—of
this weight, about 8 pounds is filling.
The shell has a contact fuse and a
charge for bursting the shell and
spreading the agent.
Another method of employing
agents is by means of the Livens
projector. This is a round-bottomed,
steel tube 38 inches long and about
8 inches in diameter. It fires a large
shell resembling a watermelon which
can hold a large quantity of chem-
ical agent. The shell is propelled by
a separate charge but is exploded by
means of a bursting charge connect-
ed to a time fuse within the shell.
A Livens projector battery consists
of 25 separate units set in the ground
at 45° with the open end above the
ground level. Its chief disadvantage
is that much time and labor are
needed to install a battery.
Portable gas cylinders are also
used. Troops carry the cylinders to
the front and the gas is forced out
by the pressure in the cylinder.
Well trained troops are needed to
properly use any of these means of
employing agents.
Protective Measures
A method for protecting troops
had to be developed as soon as chem-
icals were used. In fact, before an
agent was used, the army using it
had to be protected just in case the
wind should change and the agent
should come in contact with their
own troops. Opposing armies tried
to fmd out what agent would be used
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by their enemy by analyzing the
enemy's protective equipment. Since
the first agents used were lung irri-
tants, the gas mask was the first pro-
tective device made. It first consisted
of a pad to cover the mouth and
nose, but lacrimators made it neces-
sary to protect the eyes. After a
great deal of work along this line,
a mask was made to protect the
lungs and eyes.
The mask used by the United
States army today consists of a
canister, hose tube, face piece, and
carrier. The carrier is a canvas bag
to hold the mask and canister. The
canister is an oblong-shaped, metal
box containing a combination gas
and smoke filter. The gas filter con-
sists of a mixture of 80 per cent
activated charcoal and 20 per cent
soda lime. The best charcoal is made
from cocoanut shells, but that made
from fruit seeds is satisfactory. A
mechanical filter is placed around
this mixture which removes all
smokes. This mask will protect a
man for a long period of time from
any chemical agent known today.
There are a few different types of
masks. For example, masks are
made that have a diaphram for
speaking for use by officers.
Since mustard gas injures the skin,
protective clothing is needed. One is
the type which allows no air to pass
through and it is satisfactory for
troops employed in decontaminating
an area, but the suit can only be
worn for an hour or two. The other
type is a new development. It con-
sists of treated cloth which will pro-
tect against several gas attacks of all
kinds but still allows harmless air
to pass through to the skin. This
cloth can even be washed several
times and still keep its protective
qualities.
To prevent surprise, gas sentries
are posted. Shelters can be protected
by using treated blankets to cover
the entrances. If troops are taught
gas discipline, they need not worry.
Degassing and
Decontamination
This operation is done by well
trained troops. The actual methods
will not be discussed here. The ma-
terials that can be used to degas or
decontaminate an area are earth,
sand, ashes, water, chloride of lime,
sodium sulfide, and others. The
place to use each of these materials
can be learned by studying the
properties of the various chemical
agents.
Medical Aspects
A great deal of time has been
spent in an effort to determine the
after effects of chemical agents. No
one could forecast what permanent
damage would be done in the lungs
of soldiers who inhaled gases. After
the war, when many more ex-service
men claimed disability from war
gases than had actually been gassed
during the war, it was obvious that
there was an attempt to defraud the
government. There was no way to
separate the person trying to defraud
and the one who was really injured.
As a result, a very extensive study
has been made. Dogs were used as
subjects for one series of tests. These
dogs were exposed to several differ-
ent gases and then after they had
recovered clinically, they were kept
and autopsied at various intervals
of time. The examination of the
lungs showed that there were, in a
great majority of instances, no resi-
dual effects whatever from the gass-
ing. The conclusion was therefore
drawn that the symptoms complained
of by soldiers who had been gassed
could not be from gas alone. They
must have been occasioned by other
concomitant or aggravating factors.
Future of Chemicals
in W ar fare
So far no chemical agents have
been used in the wars since the
World War of 1914-1918 except for
smoke and incendiary bombs and
shells. However, various countries
have been taking precautions just in
case another country should attempt
to use chemical agents.
Several reasons have been pre-
sented in an attempt to explain why
chemicals have not been used. Some
of these are that they have not
needed them, the advances are so
rapid that gases could endanger
friendly troops, the fear of retalia-
tion, world opinion, large-scale
casualties upon civilian population,
and gases are possibly being held in
reserve for a surprise which might
bring about final victory.
As stated before, no new gases
have been developed, but other forms
of chemical warfare have been im-
proved. The greatest improvement is
probably in flame throwers which
have been used a great deal in the
present war. In case gas is used,
belligerent countries have developed
masks for wounded people, children,
and animals besides the standard
masks for workers and soldiers.
The general opinion of the public
is that chemicals in war are the most
terrible thing used by man. This is
not true. Many people picture
millions being killed by gas. This
only leads to panics and exaggerated
ideas by uninformed people. Gas
discipline, which the government will
try to teach the public, and protec-
tive equipment are all that are need-
ed. The comparative safety of gases
might be brought out by giving some
figures based on the last World War.
More casualties were obtained per
pound of chemical than by shells or
bullets, but the fact remains that
chemical warfare gases are primarily
disabling and not lethal. It is con-
sidered to be more effective military
strategy to put an enemy soldier in
the hospital for several months than
to kill him, because each hospital
case requires an average of about
four able-bodied men to care for him.
Of the American soldiers injured by
gas during the World War, less than
2 per cent died, and practically all
the rest recovered completely with
no disabling effects. Of those in-
jured by weapons other than gas, 24
per cent died, while many thousands
were discharged mained, crippled,
and mutilated for life. Only 14
American soldiers lost their sight be-
cause of gases. The figures for
deaths caused by weapons other than
gas for other countries were even
higher than the American figures.
It is said that "war is hell" but if
a war is necessary, a chemical war
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CAMPUS SPORTS
(Continued from Page 21)
Price threw a long arching pass to
Ellsworth for another touchdown.
Keeler kicked the extra point.
Frazell, Franklin's right half, fin-
ally started the Grizzly Cubs moving
in the final frame with a fifteen yard
pass and a run of equal length.
Miller punted out on the Rose three.
Van Meter kicked out and Leerkamp
ran 12 yards for a first down on the
Rose 37. Leerkamp went ten more
and, a few plays later, he passed to
Miller for a touchdown.
Lineup
Rose (54) Franklin (6)
Ellsworth L. E  Miller
Cavanaugh L T  Oilman
Woolsey L G Mayer
R. Mitchell C.  Brassaemie
Warrick R. G . Roebuck
C. Van Meter .R T .  Early
Rumbley R E  Powers
Michaels    Shanahan
Bowsher L H Dunker
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674 Ohio Tel. C-1501
Terre Haute, Ind.
Principia vs. Rose
Reversing the procedure of the
Evansville game, Rose outplayed
Principia College of Elsah, Illinois,
all afternoon but still allowed
Principia to score two touchdowns.
The play was centered inside the
Principia 40 yard line. The final
score was 32 to 12.
Rose scored on three successive
drives sparked by the ground at-
tack of the line and runs by
Bowsher, Voges, McGovern, and
Michaels. Principia's defense stif-
fened and Rose took to the air. After
several tries "Jiggs" Price finally
hit pay dirt with a long pass to Ells-
worth. McGovern kicked twice to
tally two more points.
Principia's scoring came on long
runs by Skaries and Nietmann.
Ed McGovern added two more
touchdowns to his touchdown pa-
rade.
Lineup
Rose (32) Principia (12)
Ellsworth L.E.  Alt
Cavanaugh L.T  Marshall








C. Van Meter 
Friendenwald
  H. Arthur
R.G R. Macintire
R. T  Hawes






Although the pressure was on the
Rose eleven to keep their victory
string intact and although Earlham








game, the Engineers trounced the
Quakers 33 to 0 on a muddy field at
Richmond, Indiana, on November 1.
Harold Bowsher and Ed McGovern
made two touchdowns each to pace
the Rose gridders to victory. The
Engineers are assured of a tie with
St. Joseph's for first place in the
Indiana Conference standings.
The first quarter of the game went
scoreless, but early in the second
period a partially blocked kick was
recovered on the Earlham 18. Mc-
Govern carried to the one-yard
stripe and Bowsher put it over for
the first score. C. Van Meter made
good on the conversion.
The Engineer's second touchdown
drive started on their own 29 yard
line. Bowsher once again climaxed
the drive with a 20-yard off tackle
run. Again C. Van Meter made the
extra point.
Just before the gun of the third
period, McGovern circled end for
22 yards to the five yard stripe and
made a touchdown on the first play
of the final period. The try for extra
point was wide.
McGovern's 15-yard run and a 13-
yard pass thrown by Earl Michaels
to Charlie Meurer put the ball on the
Quaker 17. Rose was penalized 15
yards for off sides, and then Michaels
completed a long pass to "Big Bill"
Rumbley who caught the ball on the
seven and scored. Van Meter made
another of his perfect kicks.
Little Ed McGovern started his
running-wild tactics shortly after the
cheering had died away for the last
touchdown, when he ran 50 yards
and on the next play 14 more for
another marker. This score was the
last of the day and added one more
bite out of the Earlham homecoming
pie for the "Fightin' Engineers."
Earlham threatened twice but was
stopped after reaching the ten yard
line in the first session and the seven
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Lineup
Rose (33) Earlham (0)
Ellsworth L. E  Breitenback
Cavanaugh L T Wright
Woolsey L. G  Mills
Mitchell C.  Miller
Bubeck R. G.  Gingery
Morris R.T  Cross
Rumbley R. E  Clouser
Michaels Q .  Anderson
Bowsher L. H . Dehoney
Brown R. H  Ellington
C. Van Meter F  Garoffolo
Milton vs. Rose
The undefeated and untied Rose
football team practically melted the
snow off the Milton College gridiron
at Milton, Wisconsin, Nov. 8, white-
washing the Miltonites, 56 to O.
Ed McGovern and Harold Bow-
sher added five and three touch-
downs to their already topheavy
points-scored column. McGovern
now has 103 points scored in six con-
tests and leads his nearest state rival
by 43 points. Ed played this game
with his arm in a cast and still made
5 touchdowns and kicked 4 extra
points for a total of 34 points. The
little halfback only carried the ball
8 times and his longest run was for
21 yards on a "Statue of Liberty"
play.
"Beasty" Cavanaugh gave Rose
its first score when he broke
through from his right tackle posi-
tion to block a Milton punt and the
Engineers gained two points by a
safety. Rose scored once in the first
period and once in the second.
Milton got close to pay dirt in the
second period when they penetrated
to the Rose 19-yard stripe. Charley







American Loan & Finance Co.
24 N. 6th St. Terre Haute, Ind.
Phone C-6011
LOANS FINANCING
when he intercepted a pass and ran
it back 65 yards before he was
stopped.
Although the field was slick and
sloppy, the Rose blockers and line-
men blocked and drove beautifully,
and the game was soon off the snow
and on the ice for the "Fightin'
Engineers." The Rose eleven had 12
first downs to Milton's five.
Immediately following the game,
the Rose team left for Chicago where
they saw the Chicago Bears and the
















L. E .  Burdick




 R T .  Bausch
 R E. Polan
  Culpman
 L H Brice
R. H .  Toler
F .  Neave
A new American alloy of 73 'A Ni,
14 c/c Cr, christened Neutralloy.
Claims: It is immune to intergranu-
lar deterioration and carbide em-
brittlement, readily machineable,
corrosion resistant without machin-
ing or polishing, oxidation resistant
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ter of Lambda Chi
Alpha greatly en-
joyed a fall outing
at Spring Mill
State Park on October 19. Chaperons
for the outing were Mr. and Mrs.
C. K. Bresett, and Mr. and Mrs. V.
R. Ratcliffe.
The chapter is happy to announce
that Lt. Paul D. Bennett will be-
come the Alumni adviser in the very
near future. Completing the renovat-
ing work begun early this fall, the
chapter members have been re-
finishing the floors on the first floor.
Plans for a gala open house to be
held soon are well under way.
Theta Xi
The week of Oc-
tober 19th to 26th
marked another
Homecoming cele-
bration at Rose. It
was not only a big
week for the school,
but also a notable
occasion in Kappa's history.
For the first time in years, the
celebration included many Kappa
A photograph isn't any
good unless it's a good
photograph.
WE BELIEVE IT PAYS TO
BUY THE BEST
MARTIN'S
alumni. After attending the tradi-
tional parade and bonfire on Friday
night, an open house was held by
the members, honoring the returning
alumni. The entire downstairs was
used for dancing, and refreshments
were served later in the evening.
Saturday found all the alumni and
members cheering Rose to victory
over Franklin College. After the
game, a buffet supper consisting of
turkey and all the trimmings was
served by Mrs. Connelly, house
mother. When the melee had sub-
sided, it was found that 78 members,
alumni, and guests had been served
with eating places at a premium.
After dinner the group was enter-
tained with some "Boogie" piano
playing by Bob Kobzina, ex-'42.
Group singing led by the old grads
followed the piano renditions. The
party then retired to the Rose gym
to attend the annual Rose Home-
coming Dance.
Kappa alumni attending the cele-
brations were: Merril, Smilanic,
Fisbeck, Crowe, Royer, Perino, Price,
Bard, McCord, Libbert, Trusler,
Hartman, Hogan, Junker, Zehnder,
Whitehouse, Gardner, Young, Back-
man, and Kobzina. Chaperons were
Mr. and Mrs. White, Mr. and Mrs.
Simmons, Dr. and Mrs. Knight, Miss











Nu enjoyed a well
planned Homecom-
ing on the weekend
of October 24th to
26th, under the able
guidance of chairman Frank Kamm.
After the bonfire Friday evening,
the alumni and active members of
the chapter gathered at the fraternity
house to usher in the holiday season
with a Hallowe'en party. The house
was decorated with streamers, pump-
kin heads, and corn shocks, while
the entertainment was composed
mostly of dancing and games. The
chaperons for the occasion were:
Major and Mrs. F. L. Blue, Jr. and
Lt. and Mrs. P. D. Bennett. After
the Homecoming game Saturday
afternoon, the house was open to a
smoker for the alumni, followed by
a pre-Homecoming Dance dinner at
the Cameo Cafe.
In past years Beta Upsilon has
held chapter dinners every month
with marked success. At these din-
ners an attempt is made to have a
guest speaker; usually someone who
is associated with Sigma Nu. One of
the guests of the past was Lawrence
D. Reedy, now the editor of the











Beta Upsilon through one rush sea-
son. From such prominent guests as
Mr. Reedy, the chapter gathers valu-
able information in constructing and
operating a fraternity. This year the
monthly dinner meetings will again
be held, and invitations are being
sent to future guest speakers.
Beta Upsilon wishes to congratu-
late Edgar Kreidler in pledging
Sigma Nu. He is a sophomore, maj-
oring in electrical engineering.
For twelve years "Mom" Allen has
served as house mother for the chap-
ter. Every man in Beta Upsilon has
enjoyed her fine cooking and has
looked to her as a mother. Now, on
November 20, "Mom" is to be
married. We cannot say that we are
glad to see her leave for she will be
missed by all, but we do extend our







in the electrical en-
gineering depart-
ment.
The monthly dinner meeting was
held November 3rd, bringing with
it the usual revival of old school and
fraternity songs. The faculty guest
was Dr. Sousley.
You Won't Feel Sheepish
in Wolf's Clothing





at the House of
TEN PINS
6th and Wabash
M. G. Baker, Mgr. B-8500
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The chapter initiated the following
men this fall: Frank Winters and
Alan Winslow of Evansville; Fred
Hill, Wayne Loving, and Leon
O'Dell, of Terre Haute.
Gamma Gamma held a "kid party"
on November 15th. The party, which
was the second of its kind in recent
years, was held upon popular de-
mand of the brothers. The events of
the evening proved to be completely
different from any the fraternity had
yet seen and proved a welcome vari-
ation. Chaperons for the evening
were: Lt. and Mrs. P. D. Bennett,
and Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Simmons.
Plans are being made for the
chapter's Christmas Formal Dance
which will be held on December 19,
1941, the eve of Christmas vacation.
The chapter welcomed many of the
alumni, back for Homecoming on
October 25, with a smoker after the
football game. There were more "old
grads" in attendance at the alumni
smoker than had been present in
many years.
1:1
Y our Sporting Goods Store
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• As seen in Life and Esquire.
DRINK
IN BOTTLES
"The Pause That Refreshes"
COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
949 Lafayette Ave. C-7094
1:1
VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
Drawing Equipment and Supplies
604 Wab. Ave. 815 Ohio St.
HE1NL'S FLOWER SHOP
129 So. 7th St.
C-1425
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BITS OF WIT
edited by W. Alan Winslow, ch.e., '44
COULDN'T MISS THE CHANCE
"Yes," said the young lady, "I've
decided to marry Oswald Potts,
father."
"What!" he ejaculated. "You're go-
ing to marry that insignificant little
fellow? Why, you've always said that
you'd never marry anyone under
six feet."
She shrugged her shoulders.
"I know, dad," she replied, "but
I've given the matter serious thought
and decided to knock off twenty per
cent for cash."
FORETHOUGHT
The young Negro recruit was the
victim of so many practical jokes
that he doubted all men and their
motives. One night while he was on
guard, the figure of one of the officers
loomed up in the darkness.
"Who goes dere?" he challenged.
"Major Moses," replied the officer.
The young Negro scented a joke.
"Glad to meet yuh, Moses," he
said cheerfully, "advance and give
yo' ten commandments."
DIFFERENCE OF OPINION
Two negroes who had not seen
each other in five years discovered
each had been married during that
time.
"What kinda woman did you-all
get, Mose?" asked Rastus.
"She's an angel, Rastus, dat's what
she am."
"Boy, you sho' is lucky. Mine is
still livin'," Rastus muttered.
NOT NECESSARILY
"One wife too many!" exclaimed
Mrs. Nagger as she glanced at the
headlines. "I suppose that's about
some bigamist."
"Not necessarily, my dear," her
husband replied, not daring to look
up.
A Scotchman, inviting a friend to
his wedding anniversary, explained
how to find him in the apartment
where he lived. "Come to the seventh
floor," he said, "and where you see
the letter ̀ D' on the door, push the
button with your elbow and when
the door opens put your foot against
it."
"Why do I have to use my elbow
and my foot?" asked his friend.
"Well, for heaven's sake!" ex-
claimed the Scotchman. "You're not
coming empty-handed are you?"
Mother: "Mary, where have you
been until 3 a.m.?"
Mary: "Walking, Mother."
Mother: "For goodness sake!"
Mary: "Yes, Mother."
The six-year old son interrupted
the young widow's bridge game one
afternoon with: "Mother, that in-
surance man is here again. Do you
want to pay him or shall I go out
and play?"
The latest definition of a gigolo—
lemon squeezer.
She: "What's the matter? Don't
you love me any more?"
He: "Sure I do. I was just resting."
"That girl over there shows dis-
tinction in her clothes."
"You mean distinctly, don't you?"
"Oh, doctor," said the young lady,
"will the scar show?"
"That, madam," said the doctor,
"is entirely up to you."
Father: "Do you think it fair,
Bobby, after I told you the truth
about Santa Claus, to go around
telling the neighbors that I laid your
Easter eggs, too?"
The maid had been using sur-
reptitiously the bath tub of her em-
ployer, an elderly bishop. He was
a bachelor, very fastidious about his
toilet, and desired the exclusive use
of his tub.
He reprimanded the maid with
much indignation: "What distresses
me most, Mary, is that you have
done this behind my back!"
PARTICULAR
He: "I want to marry your
daughter."
Father: "Have you seen my wife
yet?"
He: "Yes, but nevertheless I pre-
fer your daughter."
The captain of an Atlantic liner
approached a miserable looking
young woman leaning on the railing.
He: "Waiting for the moon to
come up?"
She: "Oh, ye gods!" groaned the
seasick woman. "Has that got to
come up too?"
Murch: "What's all the hurry?"
Gaston: "I just bought a text book
and I'm trying to get to class before
the next edition comes out."
Yale Record
"Wu11 ye hae a drink?" inquired
the Scot.
"Thanks," replied the English ac-
quaintance. "I sure will."
The Scot turned a disgusted eye
on him.
"Aye," he said, "I thought ye
looked that sort."
Toasts were in order. The toast-
master arose to introduce a promin-
ent elderly speaker, and said:
"Gentlemen, you have just been
giving your attention to a turkey
stuffed with sage, now you will give









OUT in Cleveland, Ohio, a group of engi-neers and entomologists has been spending
a lot of warm summer evenings sitting around
under a string of colored lights. But any
passerby who got the impression that they had
joined the rocking-chair brigade would be very
much mistaken. They were conducting a scien-
tific experiment to determine what color lights
attract, and what repel, night-flying insects.
Results: mosquitoes and most other night-
flying insects don't like red lights, prefer blue.
But since red is not a very satisfactory color to
work under, the scientists suggest that if you
must work under a lamp outdoors, yellow light
provides the maximum advantages to human





UNLIKE the famous fellow who wanted aleft-hand monkey wrench, the young man
at the window is perfectly in the right if the
buckets he wants are the buckets for a steam
turbine. For a double-flow turbine for ship
propulsion has both right- and left-hand buckets.
There's an important reason for using this
construction. Though it sounds more compli-
cated, a double-flow turbine operates at higher
speed, weighs less, and occupies less space than
a single-flow one. All these are distinct advan-
tages when the equipment has to be installed
in a ship, where space is at a premium. And in
times like these, when turbines must be turned
out in a hurry, the smaller metal parts required
represent an advantage in manufacture, too.
General Electric, which has probably built
as many naval and marine turbines as any
other single manufacturer, is right now making
more of them than at any time in its history.
And by taking advantage of every engineering
and manufacturing advance, it is turning them
out on what approaches a mass-production
basis.
WANT A BOOKLET?
NOT required reading in any course we everheard of. But if lightning should strikeyou
some day, you'd be glad to know what hit you.
This booklet explains the whys and wherefores
of lightning. Tells you how to recognize light-
ning when you see it, how to catch it if you
should want to take some home to play with, etc.
In fact about the only thing missing is a "light-
ning" index to enable you to thumb to your
favorite passage in less time than it takes to
say "blitz."
And if you have just been on a textbook-
buying binge, you may be interested in the fact
that this 24-page pamphlet is free.
If you are interested, write to the General
Electric Company, Dept. 124E, Schenectady,
N. Y., and ask for "The Story of Lightning,"
based on the work of Dr. Karl B. McEachron
author of the book, "Playing with Lightning."
GENERAL ELECTRIC
968-26-211
Piss around the Chesterfields and
it's pleasure time for everybody . . . smoking
pleasure that only the right combination of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos can give you.
Chesterfields make good friends . . . they're
milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smok-
ing. Everybody who smokes them likes them.
MARJORIE WOODWORTH
Chesterfield's Girl of the Month
in the Hal Roach hit
"All-American Co-ed"
a United Artists Release
;fed
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